INTRODUCTION
X-ray spectral diagnostics been extensively used as a diagnostic of density and temperature in a wide variety of plasmas relevant to inertial confinement fusion (ICF).1-11 In the case of diagnostics of imploding capsules, trace concentrations (typically at the fraction of a percent level) of mid-Z (2-13-20) elements such as Ar or C1 are placed . in the fuel and/or ablator regionssof the target. X-ray emission spectra from these dopants are used to diagnose plasma conditions in the capsule. The low concentration of these dopants results in minimal perturbation to the target hydrodynamics while at the same time yielding measurable x-ray spectra. Because such dopants may be locally placed (for example, in the gaseous fuel) this diagnostic information is intrinsically spatially resolved. Through the use of streak cameras or other techniques temporal resolution on a sub100 ps time scale may be obtained as well. Thus, space and time resolved diagnostic information may be obtained.
X-ray spectra from these dopants typically yield a wealth of information regarding the density and temperature conditions present in the ICF target under consideration. In the case of simple, few electron emitters quantities such as ratios of individual lines, the inferred ionization balance, and individual line profiles provide diagnostic information.
In the simple emitter case resonance line emission from the H-and
He-like stages of the dopant (as well as associated dielectronic satellites)
are typically observed.1-8.10For the case where more complex emitters are present ratios of groups of lines are typically used for diagnostics. 9 As has been discussed elsewhere proper interpretation of measured line ratios often implies consideration of detailed spectral simulations of these targets in order to include line transfer and other dense plasma effects.
Spectral lineshape information enters into diagnostics of this type in two ways. First, the detailed lineshape of certain lines may serve as a diagnostic of density and/or temperature. In this case a single, optically thin line is usually considered so that kinetics, opacity and other effects usually considered in spectral simulations are unimportant. An example of this is Stark broadening of H-and He-like ion dopant lines which has been extensively used as a diagnostic of Ne.l-ll
The second area in which spectral lineshapes enter into x-ray spectral diagnostics of ICF plasmas is through spectral simulation des.12-17 In these calculations the coupled kinetics and transfer equations are solved to produce emissivities and opacities as a function of space and time throughout the target. These are then used to produce a simulated spectra. Lineshapes' enter here through the calculation of the plasma emissivity and opacity. An example of where lineshape effects may be important in this case is Ar spectra from indirectly driven implosions.5-9 In this case, proper calculation of the simulated spectra requires consideration of line transfer for the computed the optically thick Ar He-a and Ly-a lines. As these lines are Stark broadened the' line broadening treatment used in principle can effect simulated quantities of diagnostic importance such as the ratio of Ar Ly-$ to Ar He-b.
In this paper we consider recent results from these two areas. With respect to detailed lineshape calculations, we show how recent advances in the development of generalized lineshape codes have allowed us to consider more complex lineshapes for diagnostic purposes. In the area of spectral simulation, we show several cases where lineshape related effects are important. In fact, the inclusion of detailed lineshapes in spectral simulation codes is in its infancy, and a goal of this paper is to motivate further work in this area. serves as a measure of spatially averaged fuel electron temperature.) The lineshapes shown in Fig. 1 have widths of order 30 eV which is much greater than the Doppler width of about 1.5 eV, and are easily resolvable with current streaked spectrographs. The width of the Ar He-8 and Ly-p lines thus provides a density diagnostic.
ADVANCES
The density dependence of these linewidths as calculated using a simple K-shell quasistatic ion/impact electron treatment is shown in Fig. 2 . It is clear that for conditions typical of current implosions (Ne-1024 cm-3), Stark broadening dominates and the linewidth is a useful electron density diagnostic.
Things become more complicated, however, when Li-like satellites to Ar He-p are considered. These satellites are commonly seen in Nova implosion spectra5-9 and can be seen at a fairly low level in Fig. 1 and decrease with Te, respectively.
From Fig. 3 it is evident that fitting experimentally measured Heg/satellite line profiles to theory yields a best fit for a given value of Ne and Te and thus a simultaneous diagnostic of these quantities. Figure 4 shows an example of this procedure for 1-ns square drive and pulse- profiles are fit to TOTAL calculated lineshapes. The latter include contributions from the He-p line as well as the 2131' and 3131' autoionizing levels. The best fits yield inferred spatially averaged plasma conditions of (Ne/Te) = (1.2 xl@4 an-3,l.Z keV) and (2.0 xi024 cm-3,l.O keV) for the 1-ns square and shaped drive cases respectively. This is in accord with expectations; the shaped pulse results in a more isentropic implosion and thus a higher fuel density.
Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate the importance of generalized line broadening codes such as TOTAL and MERL in generating line profiles for complex emitters for purposes of fitting to data. TOTAL is also being used to develop line broadening of Ne-like Xe as a density diagnostic for use in high performance implosions characterized by higher fuel densities and pusher opacities compared to those typical of the targets shown in Fig. 1-4 .5J9 Initial results for Ne-like Xe lineshapes assuming static ion and impact electron broadening have been described previously.* More recently, the TOTAL code has been extended to include ion motion effects, as described in detail elsewhere. 25 show relatively little pressure broadening in the range 1024 ma3<Ne<3 xlO25 an-3. Hence, most recent calculations assessing ion motion effects have focused on the 4 2 and 5-2 transitions, although 3-2 line profiles computed with ion dynamics are also under investigation. Figure 5 shows TOTAL computed lineshapes for the 4-2 transitions in Ne-like Xe at Ne=3 xl@5 cm-3 and Te=2 keV. Results are shown for both static and dynamic ion broadening. The inclusion of ion motion is seen to fill in "dips" near line center, as would be expected. The relatively broad width of the 4 2 lines suggests they hold promise as density diagnostics.
The 5-2 lines are also potentially useful as diagnostics as can be seen from Fig. 6 , which plots the width of the 2p-5d transitions vs. Ne Other factors must be considered when examining the 2p-5d lines as a density diagnostic, however. First, the 2p-5d lines should be somewhat weaker than the 2p-4d transitions. Secondly, the presence of satellite lines may make measurement of linewidths using all of these transitions difficult. Nearby satellites do not appear to be a problem for n=3-2 and 4-2 transitions, but it has not be considered as of yet for 5-2 lines.
Finally, continuum lowering affects must be assessed. Simple estimates based on the StewartPyatt formula show that the continuum is lowered to the n=5 and n=4 levels at Ne=lO25 cm-3 and Ne=3~1025 an-3, respectively. These densities thus are a rough upper limit for the region of applicability of pressure broadening of these lines for density diagnostics.
LINESHAPES IN SPECTRAL SIMULATION CODES
In terms of the number and variety of lineshape calculations required, spectral simulation codes are by far the largest "user" of line profile information in the plasma spectroscopy community. By "spectral simulation" code we mean here a code that reads in hydrodynamic information from a simulation code, experiment, or elsewhere, and solves the coupled kinetics and transfer equations to produce level populations as a function of space and possibly time. These level populations are then used to construct time and space dependent emission and absorption coefficients. A simulated spectra as seen by an observer along any given line of sight is then generated by formally solving the equation of radiative transfer along the desired ray path.
Codes of this type have been heavily used by the ICF,5-11 magnetic fusion,29 x-ray laser,30 and short-pulse laser-produced plasma communities,l4 among others.
Spectral lineshape information plays an important role in codes of this type because it enters directly into the calculation through the emission and absorption coefficients ev and I C , , . There are in fact two important ways in which variations in ev and Kv arising from line profile variations can affect simulated spectra. First, variation in the line absorption profile can directly result in changes in opacity throughout the region of interest. For cases where opacity is important in driving the plasma kinetics, this can obviously lead to different answers for the computed level populations and thus the computed spectra. Secondly, assuming the kinetics is known, simply varying the lineshapes used in the formal solution of the transfer equation can changes items of diagnostic interest such as the peak to peak ratio of different lines.
Given that in experimentally "noisy" situations one can often only measure peak-to peak line ratios, lineshapes can be critical to data interpretation. All of these effects are magnified many times for complex emitters where many overlapping lines are present.
In addition to the roles of spectral lineshapes themselves, there are two related theoretical problems of significance to dense plasma spectral simulation, namely the natural line width and continuum lowering.lsJ1 The first of these refers to the natural linewidth in dense plasmas increasing to very large values as one proceeds to higher density and higher principal quantum numbers. Simply put, at high densities inelastic electron collisions (electron impact excitation, deexcitation, and ionization) can lead to significant natural broadening.
As an example, for the H-like Ar n=3 level at Ne=lOZ4 an-3 and Te=l keV, the time for electron impact excitation from n=3 to n=4 corresponds to a natural width of about 10 eV, which is 30% of the 3-1 static ion width! Other cases of seemingly greater importance can be found by considering more complex emitters where certain states of importance for line broadening may have levels very close by in energy to which inelastic collisions may occur very rapidly. Some of this problem may in principle by mitigated by continuum lowering. As discussed in Ref. 15 , the interplay between continuum lowering and natural linewidth can be attacked by resorting to an impact approximation type calculation. This has not been carried out as of yet but it is very high priority. Other ideas for treating this problem have also been considered informally but more work is required.32
In an ideal world one would like detailed lineshape codes to be able to be run inline and completely self-consistently with kinetics and line transfer calculations, including the effects of continuum lowering and natural linewidth. Clearly, this goal has not been obtained as of yet.
Solution of this problem is one of the major challenges facing plasma spectroscopy. Obviously we cannot present a solution of this problem here. Rather, we will present several ICF situations where lineshapes and related physics such as continuum lowering play an important role in spectral simulation. We will then discuss existing spectral simulation codes and their methods for treating physics related to spectral lineshapes. Opacity is only significant for the He-a and Ly-a lines, however; these lines have an optical depth of order 10. As discussed in detail in Ref. is obviously important as the ratio of these two lines serves as a diagnostic of spatially averaged fuel electron temperature. Indeed, obtaining any kind of reasonable agreement with experiment requires that these transfer effects be considered.8~9 Figure 7 thus represents a case where line transfer of Stark broadened lines play a crucial role in modelling experimental data. As such experiments of this type form a testbed for tests of combined lineshape/radiative transfer effects. Figure 8 shows a second example from ICF implosions demonstrating the importance of continuum lowering in the computation of simulated spectra. (The spectra shown in Figs. 8 and 9 were generated by postprocessing LASNEX33 hydrodynamic code output with the CRETIN13 code.) The spectra shown in Fig. 8 is from the simulation of a capsule with dopants placed so as to diagnose fuel/pusher mix. 1934 In this case the fuel is doped with Ar as previously. In addition, the innermost 3 -p of pusher closest to the fuel region is doped with Ti at the 0.07% atomic level. In experiments using these dopants the degree of pusher/fuel mix is varied experimentally by varying the size of surface perturbations placed on the outer capsule surface. 34 The increasing degree of mix associated with rougher capsules implies that more of the pusher material is mixed into the fuel. Thus, as the degree of pusher/fuel mix increases, one expects the ratio of Ti to Ar emission to increase. 19 In Fig. 8 the computed spectrum at peak emission for a Ar/Ti doped capsule is shown with and without continuum lowering considered. The continuum lowering model used is a modified version31 of the Stewart/Pyatt formalism and is thus quite a simple treatment. Note the sensitivity of the ratio of Ti Ar He-a/ Ar Ly-B. This ratio has been proposed as a measure of pusher/fuel mix. The variation in this ratio as a function of continuum lowering implies that a more careful treatment of this subject in the context of spectral simulation codes is required.
The last example showing the importance of lineshapes to ICF spectral simulation codes is presented in Fig. 9 . This is another "mix diagnostic" calculation of the type shown in Fig. 8 respectively. Figure 9 shows a calculated spectrum at time of peak emission for such a case, as well as the behavior of the ratio of Cr to Xe emission as a function of mix fraction. (The "mix fraction" is approximately the extent of the mixed region at the fuel/pusher interface expressed as a function of the fuel radius.) In this case the Cr He-a line is optically thick, as are the 3-2 Nelike Xe resonance lines.
These lines have been transferred in the calculation shown in Fig. 9 , and hence the assumed lineshapes for these transitions enter into the kinetics calculation. The remainder of the spectrum consists of many hundreds of overlapping satellite lines. All lines considered in this problem are treated with simple Voigt profiles with an ad-hoc prescription for Stark broadening included in the Lorentzian portion of'the lineshape. This is clearly a very crude treatment for this case with its many overlapping lines. (Simple estimates indicate that for this case electron impact broadening is greater than ion quasistatic effects and is of order or slightly greater than Doppler broadening.) Figure 9 thus represents a good example of a "benchmark" case where hundreds of detailed lineshapes are needed at a given time step.
We conclude this section by reviewing examples of available plasma simulation codes and how they treat the physics described here. Table I compares some major characteristics of existing spectral simulation codes. The "lineshapes (kinetics)" heading refers to the method by which lineshapes are incorporated into the line transfer. In a similar vein "lineshapes (spectrum)" refers to how lineshapes are used in the generation of the emission and absorption coefficients given the level populations. The "level structure" column indicates how the level structure is modified in the kinetics to account for plasma microfields.
(This is not generally done in existing simulation codes.) Note that we have not considered different line transfer models as a separate category above. This is because by and large most ICF line transfer problems are not difficult, assuming a given (usaully simple) lineshape prescription. That is, the solution of the coupled transfer and kinetics equations is not especially difficult due to the relatively modest optical depths and minimal photon scattering present. (The latter is equivalent to stating that the probability of photon destruction is generally high due to high rates of collisional deexcitation between excited states.) The difficult part of the line transfer problem is in defining the associated kinetics and line broadening problems so as to be self consistent. 15 Indeed, a "type 5" code as defined above represents the "ultimate" simulation capability in that line broadening, continuum lowering, and plasma microfield effects on kinetics are handled self consistently. (It is clearly a long way from step 4 to step 5.) These phenomena are strongly coupled in dense plasmas and an adequate, self consistent treatment is a major goal for plasma spectroscopy research.
The main point of Table I , then, is that the treatments of continuum lowering, Stark broadening, and plasma microfield dependent kinetics in plasma simulation codes are quite crude to date. In particular, as shown in this paper, assumptions regarding lineshapes and continuum lowering affect simulated spectra from ICF targets. There is much room for improvement of models of dense plasma processes in existing spectral simulation codes and it is the authors' hope that the results shown here will motivate further work in this area.
SUMMARY
In this article we have explored the two major ways in which spectral lineshapes play a role in the study of high density ICF plasmas. The first and most well known use of lineshap is to provide a means of diagnosing density and temperature in high density implosions. There has been much progress in this area in recent years, primarily due to the advent of generalized line broadening codes which allow line profiles to be computed for complex emitters. As a result the behavior of the line profile of Ar He-p and its associated dielectronic satellites has been used as a diagnostic of plasma conditions in Nova implosions. In a similar vein, line broadening of 3-2,4-2, and 5-2 transitions in Ne-like Xe has been quantified and shown to be a viable density diagnostic in future high density targets.
The second major role lineshapes play in the study of dense ICF plasmas is in dense plasma spectral simulation. The hundreds to thousands of lineshapes required by these codes must be generated relatively quickly. In addition, the problem of self consistently treating line broadening, kinetics, and general plasma microfield related effects such as continuum lowering in a simulation context remains essentially unsolved. As particular examples relevant to ICF we have shown that line transfer of Stark broadened lines as well as continuum lowering are important. We hope that the demonstration of the importance of these effects to simulation of ICF experiments motivates further work in this very interesting and rich area of physics.
